Rights and Permissions Guide

General information

Kluwer Law International has a team qualified permissions officers dealing with all Rights and Permissions requests. You can contact this team through www.PLSClear.com. You may also contact the permissions officer at Kluwer Law International for any initial questions via LRS-Compliance@wolterskluwer.com

Copyright

Copyright is a legal term used to describe the rights that creators have over their literary and artistic works. It is the only IP right applicable to Kluwer Law International authors and editors. There are two types of rights under copyright: economic rights allow the rights owner to derive financial reward from the use of his works by others; and moral rights are the rights to claim authorship of a work, and the right to oppose changes to the work that could harm the creator’s reputation.

Most copyright laws state that the author or rights owner has the right to authorize or prevent certain acts in relation to a work. The rights owner of a work can prohibit or authorize:

- its reproduction in various forms, such as printed publication or sound recording;
- its public performance, such as in a play or musical work;
- its recording (“fixation”), for example, in the form of compact discs or DVDs;
- its broadcasting, by radio, cable or satellite;
- its translation into other languages; and
- its adaptation, such as a novel into a film screenplay.

Kluwer Law International requests from its authors and editors either a full transfer of copyright or an exclusive license.

Third party’s copyrighted materials in a Kluwer Law International publication

It is also requested that any Work published must be free of copyright charges. This covers any third party material that may be included in an original manuscript/article. The author is responsible for clearing permission and receiving written approval for reproduction of any copyrighted material that so requires. The Permissions Request Letter template can be used for this purpose. You can also contact www.PLSClear.com for this purpose.

Rights reserved to the author

Upon execution of the contract, authors/editors always retain the following rights:

- The right to make copies and distribute copies (including via e-mail) of the Work for own personal use, including for own classroom teaching use and to research colleagues, for personal use by such colleagues, and the right to present the Work at meetings or conferences and to distribute copies of the Work to the delegates attending the meeting.
- The right to post the Work on the Author’s personal or institutional web site or server, provided acknowledgement is given to the original source of publication.

• For the Author’s employer, if the Work is a ‘work for hire’, made within the scope of the Author’s employment, the right to use all or part of the Work for other intra-company use (e.g. training), including by posting the Work on secure, internal corporate intranets.

• The right to use the Work for his/her further career by including the Work in other publications such as a dissertation and/or a collection of articles provided acknowledgement is given to the original source of publication.

The Author’s rights to reproduce and distribute the Work are subject to two conditions:

1. The publication by the Publisher should be properly credited by including the following text: “Reprinted from (name of publication), (volume no.), (issue number), (date of publication), (page range), with permission of Kluwer Law International.”

2. No commercial use of the publication should be involved. Commercial Purposes includes the use or posting of articles for commercial gain including the posting by companies or their employee-authored works for use by customers; commercial exploitation such as directly associating advertising with such postings; the charging of fees for document delivery or access; or the systematic distribution to other people (other than known colleagues), whether for a fee or for free.

The rights reserved to the Author (as stated above) are automatically granted upon acceptance of the contribution for publication and upon signature of this agreement by the Author. Any other rights or personal use not expressly stated in this document are not excluded but may be subject to time limitations or payment of fees. In such cases, the Author has to contact either www.PLSClear.com or the permissions office at Kluwer Law International to obtain formal permission.

**Translation of Kluwer Law International works into foreign languages**

Sometimes a title has great potential for a foreign market, sometimes the author has contacts in another country, and sometimes a student wants to translate a Kluwer title into a foreign language… Whatever the underlying reason, the Permissions Department is always actively looking for possible translation licensing ventures.

In these cases, the author will always be involved and agree to the terms of the license. If the project proposal does not come directly from the author or with his/her involvement, the Permissions Department contacts the author first in order to inform about the project. All translation projects must be dealt with by our Permissions Department (LRS-Compliance@wolterskluwer.com). We only discuss a possible license to translate a title into a foreign language and distribute it in a specific territory if the project is supported by a recognized publishing company in the foreign country. The conditions for translated editions are very specific and must be checked upon, so a proper agreement and terms must be negotiated before the project can start.

We encourage all our authors to inform the Permissions Department of any possible foreign translation rights agreement.

**Open Access, personal use and online posting of one own’s Work**

Open access refers to the practice of granting free Internet access to research articles. As all research and innovation builds on earlier achievements, an efficient system for broad dissemination of and access to research data and publications can accelerate scientific progress.

---

2 Please see the table below for detailed information.
Green open access in practice

Kluwer Law International allows authors/editors to reuse their published Work in any personal project that does not involve any commercial gain, and this includes posting of works in private and also public sites. Regarding public sites, although there is no specific Open Access policy as such, Kluwer Law International adheres to the general policy known as “Green Open Access” (immediate or delayed open access that is provided through self-archiving) including an embargo that may vary in extension.

In practice, with the Green Open Access policy adopted by Kluwer Law International authors may follow the guidelines below. Our Rights & Permissions department will be happy to help them with any other project and to answer any questions regarding a specific reuse of their work:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Posting on personal and/or institutional protected websites</th>
<th>Posting on external public websites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abstract / unedited version</strong></td>
<td><strong>Edited/ peer-reviewed version</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal article</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter (edited monograph)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Reports &amp; Smart Charts</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplement (looseleaf)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter (monograph)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book (complete work)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blog entry</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Any reproduction by the author must include proper editorial reference to the original/future publication by Kluwer Law International.

³ The embargo is the period starting upon the official date of publication of the work in question.